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	concepts: This chapter from the book Chemical Misconceptions reviews some of the research findings about learners’ ideas about atomic structure, as well as other chemical structures: https://edu.rsc.org/resources/chemical-structure/1139.article 
	Language: Find strategies for teaching unfamiliar terminology: https://edu.rsc.org/feature/how-to-help-students-decode-science-vocabulary/3010205.article Use Frayer models to secure understanding of scientific vocabulary: https://edu.rsc.org/ideas/secure-students-understanding-of-scientific-vocabulary/4011299.article  
	Links: See this CPD article for an overview of teaching atoms, molecules and ions at 11–14: https://edu.rsc.org/cpd/atoms-molecules-and-ions/3010574.article  This activity for 11–14 is designed to help learners clarify the relationship between atoms, elements, compounds and mixtures: https://edu.rsc.org/download?ac=17658 
	Diagnose: An analogy for the atom provides teachers with a chance to explore their learners’ use of the teaching analogy of the atom as a solar system.  The first worksheet, The atom and the solar system, provides a probe for eliciting students’ ideas about the forces at work in these two systems.  The second part of the exercise, Comparing the atom with the solar system, asks learners to list thesimilarities and differences between the atomic system and the solar system. https://edu.rsc.org/resources/an-analogy-for-the-atom/1   
	Activities: Build on the ideas that learners bring with them by letting them build an atom with the PhET Build an atom simulator: https://edu.rsc.org/resources/build-an-atom-simulation/1433.article Explore misunderstanding, misconceptions and cognitive conflict by using some of the activities in this IYPT resource alongside the atom simulator:  https://edu.rsc.org/resources/iypt-activities-build-an-atom-simulator-activity-sheet/4010253.article  
	Assess: Plan a lesson with activities to assess understanding of the structure of the atom: https://edu.rsc.org/lesson-plans/understanding-the-structure-of-atoms-14-16-years/86.article Explore how the models we use today have developed over time with the atom detectives (history of the atom): https://edu.rsc.org/resources/the-atom-detectives/1332.article    
	Review: Learners will need a firm understanding of atomic structure before moving on to chemical bonding:  https://edu.rsc.org/resources/chemical-bonding/1140.article During post-16 studies, learners will work with more detailed models of the atom which introduce electron clouds and subshells. Starter for ten: atomic structure (16–18): https://edu.rsc.org/resources/atomic-structure-starters-16andndash18/4010262.article   
	Further: Use formative assessment to provide feedback during or after an activity to enhance learner outcomes: https://edu.rsc.org/education-research/5-tips-for-approaching-formative-assessment/4012915.article


